Since 1984

SHALLOW BOATS; DEEP ADVENTURES!
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SHOAL DRAFT STABILITY,
SIMPLICITY, SPEED AND SAFETY.

I’m here to talk about a belief in and a passion for shoal-draft
boats, particularly the development of the Round Bottomed
Sharpie. I started sailing in centreboard dinghies and that
excitement has returned with these boats. As you’ll see these
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boats have become known as Presto Boats.

NEW HAVEN OYSTERTONGING SHARPIE

By definition a Sharpie is a flat-bottomed boat and a New
Haven oyster-tonging sharpie looked like this. They were
easy to build with their box shape & simple rigs but the boat
is an ingenious piece of function and efficiency. The stern is
round so the tongs don’t snag on transom corners; the
freeboard is low so it’s easy to swing the tongs on board and
the long centreboard trunk stops the oysters from shifting
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under sail.

NEW HAVEN SHARPIE RIG
The unstayed masts rotate
through 360 degrees so the
oystermen would sail to
windward of the oyster beds
and let the sails stream out
over the bow while drifting
over the beds tonging away.
The sails are self-tending and
self-vanged so handling is very
easy. The boats are fast when loaded so you can get
the oysters fresh to market. Oyster bars in big cities were
the Starbucks of the late 1800s. You’d pop in for a ½
dozen as a pick-me-up.
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On the right is an Outward
Bound 30 to our design.
With our contemporary Sharpies we’ve retained the
principles of the traditional rig; it works as well today as it
did in the 1800s. It is a direct descendent of the working
New Haven Sharpie rig. Its simplicity, efficiency & versatility
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are unmatched in my opinion.

OUTWARD BOUND: OPEN ROUND-BOTTOMED SHARPIE

The Outward Bound Sharpie has sealed carbon spars,
carbon sprits and seven 13’ carbon oars! She weighs
3,200 lbs light ship, 6,000 lbs loaded for a month’s trip.
These boats have frequently hit 12 knots and are great
fun to sail. These boats are uncapsizable. (like the
Titanic!) I’ll explain when we look at the stability curve. 6

OUTWARD
BOUND
HURRICANE
ISLAND 30
Four-sail
reaching

Here’s the OB 30 with identical staysail and jib set; the
jib on a carbon oar as a bowsprit. Two of these open
boats sailed 2,500 miles from The Florida Keys to Spruce
Head Main, inside and offshore, with promotional stops
on the way, in 50 days.
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WINDWARD ABILITY

This gives an idea how well these boats go to windward
here in a Hurricane Island 30 race. They are tacking
through just more than 90 degrees, helped by the small,
4” diameter carbon masts, tapered to 2” at the truck.
The crews are Outward Bound instructors and15-18 year8
olds with no sailing experience.

THEY CALL THIS ‘READING BOTH PAGES’!

THIS IS A USEFUL FEA
TU

RE IN ALL WEATHER
S
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COMMODORE RALPH MUNROE

Commodore Ralph Munroe was an early Winter resident
of the Miami area and became an influential boat &
yacht designer . He helped form the early colony in South
Florida, particularly Coconut Grove, where his ingenious
house, The Barnacle, stands to this day.
The Commodore’s Story, his excellent book about his
boats and life in the early days of South Florida is a ‘must
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read’.

COMMODORE MUNROE’S DOUBLE ENDED SHARPIE,
EGRET

After an early visit to what he later called Coconut Grove
he had Egret, his 28 foot double-ender, built in New York
and shipped to Florida on a freighter. She was used for
carrying mail from Coconut Grove to St. John’s River and
back as this was before the railroad. His book has hairraising accounts of beating in Northers that kept all other
boats in port, including running raging inlets, bumping
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over sand bars! See above left.

PRESTO 1885

Again back in New York he designed a larger 41’ roundbottomed sharpie he called Presto, so this is where the
name originated. This boat was famously successful both
on trials in New York and in Florida, where she was also
used for cruising, exploration, mail carrying, wrecking and
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salvage.

ORIGINAL PRESTO’S LINES

Presto’s Lines Plan shows a remarkable boat for her
time. The hull sections to the right are very like the
shapes of IMS boats, TP 52s and other fast modern
boats. Gone are the high drag, low stability wineglass sections of other boats of the late 1800s. Later
Munroe boats such as Micco and Utilis built on this
hull type with increased waterplane beam and the
same flared topsides. Thoroughly modern hull
shapes stripped of unnecessary drag forms.
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PRESTO 1885

PRESTO
PRESTO2010
2010

The new Presto Boats we’ve developed take this idea from
1885 to the present with the advantage of a hundred and
thirty years of design development, computer design tools
& the revolution in materials which has brought great
advances in performance- especially in stability-which is
the speed factor for a given weight and length. Note the
difference in canoebody draft of these two boats! The new
Presto would have more flared topsides if she had not had
to meet a trailerable beam of 8’ 6”. These hull sections are
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like those on other RMDesigns.

NEW PRESTO’S LINES PLAN

The full Lines Plan shows a fairly narrow boat (3.5:1 L/B) to
help wave-piercing & reduce wave-drag, pitching &
wetted surface. You’ll see further on why this helps to make
the boat dry, seaworthy & helps a light boat make good
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way upwind in bigger waves.

MODERN SHARPIE SAIL PLAN
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SAILING BY THE LEE

Our version of this very simple rig, as we used on the
Outward Bound Hurricane Island 30s, embodies the
theory that the best developments of the Round
Bottomed Sharpie depend on the low, split rig and
the light, relatively narrow hull in combination. We
have also retained the rotating, free-standing feature
of the original Sharpie rigs. This allows you to reef or
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unreef sails even while running.

REEFED IN A BLOW

Here’s Presto! making 5 kts to windward in 30-35 knots in
Biscayne Bay. The main is furled and there are two reefs
in the fore. We overtook friends in a heavy 41 footer who
were motorsailing into this weather, covered with spray
at each wave, while we barely had water on deck. This
was a bit rude as they had asked us to dinner after we 18
were anchored!

SAIL EFFICIENCY UPWIND IN WAVES

This is a theory to explain why this design sails so well upwind in rough
water. On the tall-rigged sloop, as the boat pitches her bow up there is
a decrease in apparent wind in the top part of the rig, as she comes
down level, there is the actual apparent wind on the sail and as she
pitches her head down there is increased apparent wind. This gives an
unstable variation in trim and flow over the sails. On the shorter, split rig,
the radius of the power area of the sail is much shorter, keeping the
thrust more stable. Another instance of the combination of rig & hull is
that a narrow hull requires less energy to penetrate waves. Also, on the
deep boat there’s a big couple or arm between the CG & Centre of
Force of the rig on one end and the bulb or CG of the keel on the
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other. This makes boats wet and lose momentum slamming into waves.

DIFFERENT STROKES!
Quest 30

Presto 30

These two very different boats from our office illustrate the
vertical arm between sail and keel centres that affect
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pitching. Interestingly the same person has owned both!

DIRECTIONAL STABILITY WHEN RUNNING

Presto! has never broached. That’s probably a
definition of directional stability. The reason for
boats broaching or carrying high weather helm in a
gust is the movement outboard of the centre of
effort as the boat heels to the gust. A boat with a
low-centred, split-rig just lies over and carries on in
the same direction. Much easier on the helm or
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auto-pilot.

SAIL BALANCE WHEN BROAD REACHING

SLOOP BROAD REACHING

SHARPIE BROAD REACHING

This drawing shows the symmetrical spread of sail on the
Sharpie making for good tracking and an easy helm.
The foresail is by the lee with a staysail between the
masts. It’s a powerful rig for a light boat and the
‘difficult’ sail is set inboard.
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SLOOPS SAILING UPWIND AND DOWN

Sloop cruising in practice: In the last couple of years while
cruising in the Bahamas I’ve seen that the great majority of
sloops motorsail upwind or close-reaching with only the
mainsail and downwind with only a jib set. In a month in the
Bahamas a couple of years ago out of hundreds of boats I
saw only two other boats sailing with both sails up and no
engine running! It is so easy to set a sharpie’s two sails each
supported by a boom that you tend to sail everywhere. 23

GROUNDING

Keelboat
Sharpie
We often use Presto!’s board as a depth sounder when
be know the bottom is sand or mud. But beyond that, if
you run aground in a centreboard boat the board will
kick up and the boat will carry on sailing or motoring. You
can pull it up part way and continue. If you do this on a
keel boat who can have a wreck on your hands. If you
ground on a falling tide you can get into serious trouble.
Munroe’s Egret & the old Presto running inlets on the
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Florida coast comes to mind.

CAPSIZE

CAPSIZE EXPERIMENT

We did a capsize experiment with the Outward Bound 30
with the standard crew of eight. Once they capsized the
boat they were unable to get even one of the masts to go
under water despite hanging on to them both. (The
lifejackets in the photo are on long tethers.) The boat rights
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with alacrity. The righting arm curve, next explains.

STABILITY
CURVE

Above

145 deg

Below
A light rig with sealed masts, good freeboard, and
deckhouse makes these boats very hard to capsize. The
Presto 30s Limit of Positive Stability (LPS) is 145 degrees. This is
a very wholesome condition that would be the envy of just
about every conventional cruising or racing boat out there.
Any conditions that might capsize the boat would right it
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immediately.

WISHBONE BOOMS
Topping lifts
Topping lift

Lazy jacks

Wishbone booms have been a revelation to me, as they
have some very positive features. They don’t touch the
mast, suspended by topping lifts so the rig is quiet & the
sails self-vanging. We gybe without even looking up. A
cradle of light lines from one side of the wishbone to the
other, under the sail, captures it when dropped so it’s selffurling. You can easily sail on or off the hook without sails
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falling on deck.

SPEED UNDER SAIL

In the 2011 Lauderdale to Key West Race, one of our Presto
30s, Thorfinn, came 4th overall and 2nd in her class,
frequently reaching 15 knots. Before the race there were
comments behind cupped hands; In Key West there was
28
genuine interest and incredulity.

Where are all the other boats?

Later that year on Presto! we entered a windy, rough
Around Jamestown Race with big swells from Hurricane
Earl rolling in from the Atlantic. We were second boat to
the windward end of Jamestown and soon passed the
leader wing & wing on the downwind leg. Behind us there
were wipeouts, spinnakers in the water & broken gear. On
Presto! we were relaxing with beer & sandwiches! By the
time we got to the top of the Island, we, the smallest boat
in the race, were passed by the largest, an 82’ maxi and
by the end of the upwind leg to the finish, the nearest boat
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in our class wasn’t yet visible! Cruising boats should be fast!

CRUISING SPEED

The simplicity of this rig which
has no need for additional sails
to work efficiently on all points,
makes it easy to cover miles with
little effort. We frequently hit 12
knots in 25+ trades & have
recorded that towing a fat
rubber dinghy surfing in the Sea
of Abaco. This photo was taken
by a 45 footer under full sail as
we flew past!
Going . . . . . . . . .
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Going . . . . . . . . .
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Going . . . . . . . . .
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Going . . . . . . . . .
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Going . . . . . . . . .
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Gone!
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SHOAL BOATS ARE EASY TO HAUL, MOVE & STORE

With a boat the size of the Presto you can launch and haul
at any boat ramp and take the boat home if you wish,
reducing the cost of ownership drastically. The boats are
easily towed by aF150/1500-sized truck. We have designed
a 36’ Presto type with a beam of just under 11 feet that
can be towed by a F250-sized truck or towed for you by a
trucking company to anywhere you want.
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BIGGER SHARPIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . They scale!

RMDESIGN 60’
SHARPIE SCHOONER

PARKER 55’
SCHOONER IRONY

EQUATION/SORCERY/RATT
LESNAKE: CHANCE 68’
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RMDESIGN 42’
TANDEM BOARD
SHARPIE
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RMDESIGN THULA 36

RMDESIGN THULA 36
A 36’ TRAILERABLE SHARPIE SCHOONER.
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RMDESIGN P25 V-TWIN-BOARD
SHARPIE
CONSTRUCTION IN SPRING 2014
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REMEMBER, IF YOU FALL OVERBOARD. . . . . . .

DON’T FORGET TO STAND UP!
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